We take data and security seriously at ezyVet and partner with the best when it comes
to protecting your organisation.

Data security
Designed with bank level security,
all data is sent over the internet
encrypted with RSA and SSL
technology.

Data hosting
and storage
ezyVet services and data are
hosted in Amazon Web Services
(AWS) giving you automated
backups of your data.

Jocelyn
Birch Baker
Practice Owner
High Street Vet Surgery, AUS

“

Practice
Management
Software

I really like the way that we can each set up ezyVet the way we
would like it and still fit in with the way I like the clinic to run.
I also like that there is a place for every bit of information you
would like and it is easy to find and summarize later. I like the
interaction with the support staff, they show you how to do
something and then you can work it out and the
knowledge stays with you.

“

Data and security

Tracy
Thompson

Hospital Administrator
Animal Clinic Northview, USA

We work with the world’s
leading veterinary businesses.

“

Our customers

“

The Implementation team we had from our go live date
were AMAZING! The support staff have been supportive.
Everyone we have encountered has extended a supportive
hand to help and in the nicest way possible. That alone
makes working with the ezyVet team a dream! Thank you
to all of you for all you do and your hard work.

1844 4EZYVET
sales@ezyvet.com
www.ezyvet.com

Ruby Duey

Practice Owner
Kingman Animal Hospital, USA

“

I loved the ease of the training and how fast we all learned the
system. This is our 3rd software change in 20 years and I am
happy to say that the transition was by far the best! The training
was key! We are more efficient in everything we do. We all
love that this is cloudbased so we can easily take it on the road
as well as finish up charts at home if needed. We have really
enjoyed the software and feel its just only going to get better.

“
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How it works

Connect ezyVet

Improve every aspect of your veterinary practice with ezyVet’s advanced tools and features.

Cloud-based

24/7 Support

Product Updates

Access anywhere anytime,
no server or backups required.

Sometimes you need a little
help, so we’re always there.

Regular improvements and
new features added.

to the rest of your practice
We make it easy to connect ezyVet to 120+
integrations, tools and software that you use
every day.

Medical Records
Drive the invoice in real time,
no more missed charges.

Advanced Reporting
Finances, clinical history,
appointments, stock and more.

Client Communications
E-Mail, E-Faxing and 2-Way
SMS using custom variable
templates.

Everything you need to streamline workflows
and run your practice to its full potential.
Our customers can also connect their data
and build off our open API.
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Internal Memos
Instantly communicate
with your team, using the
internal memo tool.
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Self-check-in Kiosk
Streamlines the
check-in process.

Inventory
Management

Integration
Ecosystem

Robust
Onboarding

Redefine
Excellence

We make it easy to connect
ezyVet to 120+ integrations.

Comprehensive change
management process.

Exceed your patient and
client care needs.

Supp
lier

s

Reminders
Pro-active reminder system
for multiple triggers from
appointments to products.

ging

Customer Portal
Brings client experience to the
forefront of your hospital.

Central Structure
Link multiple practices and
oversee business operations.

Payment
Solutions

Templates
Comprehensive template
systems utilising pick lists
and shorthand.

Dictation

Dean Aldrich

Veterinarian
Flathead Pet Emergency,
USA
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“

I have really enjoyed working with the people at ezyVet.
Their customer service has been superior. Their software
has helped us treat and track patients better. We’ve
been able to reduce losses from missed charges and
see what makes us money and what doesn’t. It’s made a
huge difference in my IT stress. I would recommend this
software to any clinic of any size.

“

Helping you focus
on customer
service and
clinical excellence.

Accounting

Wellness Module
Configure plans, sign up patients
and let ezyVet do the tracking.

Records Dashboard
Search function lets you filter
information for desired results.

Tagging
Generate targeted lists for
reporting and marketing
purposes.

Stock
Automatically track stock
and generate orders.

For more
info or to
book a
demo,
visit
ezyvet.com

Referral
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For more integrations visit
www.ezyvet.com/partners
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We take data and security seriously at ezyVet and partner with the best when it comes
to protecting your organisation.

Data security
Designed with bank level security,
all data is sent over the internet
encrypted with RSA and SSL
technology.

Data hosting
and storage
ezyVet services and data are
hosted in Amazon Web Services
(AWS) giving you automated
backups of your data.
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Management
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I really like the way that we can each set up ezyVet the way we
would like it and still fit in with the way I like the clinic to run.
I also like that there is a place for every bit of information you
would like and it is easy to find and summarize later. I like the
interaction with the support staff, they show you how to do
something and then you can work it out and the
knowledge stays with you.
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Data and security

Tracy
Thompson

Hospital Administrator
Animal Clinic Northview, USA

We work with the world’s
leading veterinary businesses.

“

Our customers

“

The Implementation team we had from our go live date
were AMAZING! The support staff have been supportive.
Everyone we have encountered has extended a supportive
hand to help and in the nicest way possible. That alone
makes working with the ezyVet team a dream! Thank you
to all of you for all you do and your hard work.

1844 4EZYVET
sales@ezyvet.com
www.ezyvet.com

Ruby Duey

Practice Owner
Kingman Animal Hospital, USA

“

I loved the ease of the training and how fast we all learned the
system. This is our 3rd software change in 20 years and I am
happy to say that the transition was by far the best! The training
was key! We are more efficient in everything we do. We all
love that this is cloudbased so we can easily take it on the road
as well as finish up charts at home if needed. We have really
enjoyed the software and feel its just only going to get better.

“
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